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Abstract: This study focuses on a wheeled mobile robot used for detection, weeding and information
monitoring in agriculture. However, it is difficult to reach satisfactory motion mode switching (MMS)
performance. This paper aimed at exploring the optimal control parameters guaranteeing smooth
MMS of four-wheel steering. Single factor tests were first conducted using a test-bench. A binary
quadratic general rotation combination test was designed to obtain the optimal parameters. An
entropy weight method was introduced to construct the four indexes as a comprehensive index. The
optimal combination of the parameters was obtained, based on the regression equation. The results
showed that the two factors and their interaction had a significant impact on the comprehensive
index (p < 0.05). The best combinations of the speed of the stepper motor and locking voltage
were 56 r·min−1 and 3.96 V for 15◦ steering, 72 r·min−1 and 4.35 V for 30◦, and 107 r·min−1 and
5.50 V for 45◦, respectively. A verification test was performed using the prototype of the robot
chassis. The results demonstrated that the MMS process was smooth and stable, and the proposed
method was effective. This study is a beneficial exploration of the experimental method concerning
wheeled robots.

Keywords: wheeled mobile robot; motion mode switching; control parameters; optimization; experiment

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been increasing use of mobile agricultural machinery due to
labor shortage and rapid development of agricultural technology [1]. Different agricultural
practices, such as transportation, weeding and storing, are generally conducted by fossil
fuel-powered units [2,3]. Mobile machines applied in these conditions should be flexible
and environmentally-friendly [4]. However, in China, most of the mobile machines used
in agriculture are mainly small tractors and tricycles. Exhaust emissions, inflexibility and
inefficiency are the main features of these machines [5]. It is crucial to exploit environmentally-
friendly, flexible, and energy-sustainable mobile agricultural machines [6–8].

Various studies are being performed to solve these problems in agricultural engi-
neering areas. Three types of typical applications exist: electric tractors, electric transport
vehicles and wheeled robots [9–12]. Electric tractors and transport vehicles are mainly
used for farm field production. A wheeled robot could bring about a major shift in the cur-
rent agro-industry, minimizing human interventions, increasing precision, and enhancing
overall productivity [13]. Compared with electric tractors and electric vehicles, four-wheel-
steering mobile robots could easily perform intelligent control, and be widely used in
various fields. Zhang et al. [14] proposed an integrated control method to improve the per-
formance of a four-wheel-independently-actuated unmanned ground vehicle in diagonal
steering mode under critical circumstances. The roll angle of the vehicle maintains a certain
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value as a result of the effects of vertical load transfer, road disturbances, and other factors,
which is a crucial problem that needs to be further addressed. Liu et al. [15] designed a tra-
jectory tracking method combining the dynamics of the four-wheel-independent-steering
robot. The proposed method significantly improved the performance of the robot in high-
speed trajectory tracking. To give full play to the performance of a four-wheel independent
steering robot, a dynamics control model, combining robot dynamics and the tire slip
phenomenon still needs to be further studied in the future. Raikwar et al. [16] proposed
a navigational algorithm for a four-wheel-steering mobile orchard robot, and provided
a realistic method for robot navigation with the least sensor interaction. The controller
showed optimal performance at 1 m/s in the tests under four different velocities. The
vehicle orientation response was over- or under-estimated at any velocity higher or lower
than 1 m/s, which interfered with the tracking performance. In terms of path tracking, the
system’s reliability needs to be further improved. Qiu et al. [17] developed a coordinated
control strategy for a four-wheel-driving mobile platform equipped with four in-wheel
motors and two steering motors. The strategy could greatly reduce the slippage of the
mobile robot in curve tracking. The challenge was that it could be difficult to tell which
sort of terrain, in a wheat field or bare farmland, would produce the greatest amount of
slippage. The existing studies mainly focus on path tracking and movement dynamics.
However, the technology of a four-wheel-steering mobile robot faces three challenges: high
complexity of the control system, over-actuation, and severe requirements for coordinated
control. The motion control performance of most wheeled robots, especially motion ac-
curacy, needs to be improved to cope with various working conditions. Further studies
on the motion control performance of four-wheel-drive and steering vehicles, or control
parameter optimization for motion accuracy improvement, are, therefore, essential.

This paper investigates a novel four-wheel independent steering by an in-wheel motor
mobile robot. Due to the applications of the steer-by-wire systems and distributed driving
modes, the structure of the wheeled robot is completely and radically simplified, and
each wheel can operate to its maximum capacity. Several advantages can be achieved,
including a small turning radius, multi-mode motion, remote control, and pollution-free
operation [18,19]. The high level of electrification has the potential to boost energy uti-
lization, and assist in keeping costs down [20]. These achievements have promoted the
development of agricultural electric machinery. The robot chassis in this study is driven by
four in-wheel motors that can flexibly perform multiple types of motion, making it suitable
for narrow and constrained agricultural environments [21]. When the robot switches from
the initial mode to the four-wheel-steering mode, it completes a four-wheel-steering motion
mode switching (MMS). MMS refers to a technique whereby the robot changes its posture
through changing the rotation angle and direction of its four off-center steering devices.
During the four-wheel-steering MMS process, the steering angle and direction of each
off-center arm (OCA) need to change simultaneously according to the steering intention.
However, because the off-center steering mechanism is mainly composed of various electri-
cal components, the performance of the four-wheel-steering MMS is severely affected by
the control parameters of electrical components. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the op-
timal control parameters guaranteeing smooth MMS of four-wheel steering. In a previous
study, a coordinated control strategy was proposed to reduce steering error and guarantee
the MMS [22]. However, the optimal control parameters of the four-wheel-steering MMS
have not yet been proven, and so large mode switching errors and low working efficiency
remain as issues.

This paper aimed at conducting performance tests and optimizing the control parame-
ters to guarantee smooth MMS of the wheeled robot. An MMS model was derived, and
a force analysis was carried out. MMS performance tests were then performed on a test
bench. Control parameters optimization experiments were further implemented through
a bench test. An entropy weight method was introduced to comprehensively evaluate
the multi-index test results. In order to verify the optimal control parameters of MMS,
road tests were performed using a prototype. This exploration is beneficial to engineering
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circles. Precisely, a bench test method for a type of wheeled robot chassis is proposed.
It can evaluate the MMS effect using an entropy weight method, while improving MMS
performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the structure of
the chassis, and the system modeling. In Section 3, a bench test is designed. In Section 4,
the test results are analyzed, and the optimal control parameters are selected. The verifica-
tions are conducted in Section 5. Finally, the discussion and conclusions are presented in
Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2. Problem Formulation and System Modeling
2.1. Overall Structure

The type of MMS includes straight motion (initial mode), cross motion, in-place
rotation, diagonal motion, and steering motion (Figure 1). When the robot chassis is used
for weeding or spraying between rows of plants, the terminal actuator of the robot can
be operated from multiple directions by using MMS, and this feature can improve the
robot’s operational effect. Switching between initial mode and steering motion mode
frequently occurs during the working process, especially when the robot switches the
travelling direction at the edge of the field. Therefore, the steering motion is one of the
main functions of the robot chassis, which is critical for field operation.
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chassis is at the initial mode, the electromagnetic friction lock (EFL) is locked under DC 

Figure 1. Diagram of the motion modes for the robot chassis.

The overall design of the robot, the chassis model, steering mechanism, and electrical
system are shown in Figure 2. As presented in Figure 2b, the chassis mainly includes an
electronic control unit, multiple sensors, and four off-center steering mechanisms. The
simplified model of off-center steering mechanism is shown in Figure 2c. When the robot
chassis is at the initial mode, the electromagnetic friction lock (EFL) is locked under DC
voltage, and the in-wheel motor is not able to rotate around the off-center axis (Figure 2c).
The steering force is derived from the wheels without an additional mechanical structure.
The off-center axis leaves a distance d from the wheel motion plane. This minimizes the
resistance to the steering structure. When the MMS command is sent by a host computer,
the EFL responds under the operation order of the lower computer. The rotation direction
of each in-wheel motor is then controlled according to the motion mode requirement.
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An illustration of the steering control system for the robot chassis is shown in Figure 
2d. In order to transfer the target steering signals to the actuator, a tracking system, based 
on a Wheatstone bridge circuit, is used [23]. After the steering command is input, the 
electronic control unit (ECU) directs the M1 and M2 stepper motors, in order to change 
the resistance of R1 (a multi-turn potentiometer, 2HP-10, SAKAE Company, Tokyo, 
Japan) of the bridge circuit, which produces a voltage imbalance over the bridge. The 
output voltage of the bridge drives the in-wheel motors to track the objective steering 
angle, and the wheels then drive the off-center arms (OCAs) to rotate around the off-center 
axis, and then the MMS can be performed. A potentiometer R2 (2HP-10) is installed under 
the off-center axis and rotated by the axis. When the OCAs reach their target angles, the 
resistance value of R2 reaches the value of R1, and the output voltage of the bridge 
becomes 0 V. This indicates that a steering tracking motion has been completed and the 
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Figure 2. Diagram of system structure for the robot chassis: (a) Overall design; (b) Chassis model;
(c) Simplified model of off-center steering mechanism; (d) Electrical system diagram. 1. OCA;
2. Suspension; 3. In-wheel motor; 4. EFL; 5. The chassis frame; 6. Precision multi-turn potentiometer
(R2 in (b); 7. Off-center axis. Note: M1 to M4 denotes the stepper motor; R1, R3, and R4 represent the
potentiometer of the bridge circuit; R2 represent precision multi-turn potentiometer.

An illustration of the steering control system for the robot chassis is shown in Figure 2d.
In order to transfer the target steering signals to the actuator, a tracking system, based on a
Wheatstone bridge circuit, is used [23]. After the steering command is input, the electronic
control unit (ECU) directs the M1 and M2 stepper motors, in order to change the resistance
of R1 (a multi-turn potentiometer, 2HP-10, SAKAE Company, Tokyo, Japan) of the bridge
circuit, which produces a voltage imbalance over the bridge. The output voltage of the
bridge drives the in-wheel motors to track the objective steering angle, and the wheels then
drive the off-center arms (OCAs) to rotate around the off-center axis, and then the MMS
can be performed. A potentiometer R2 (2HP-10) is installed under the off-center axis and
rotated by the axis. When the OCAs reach their target angles, the resistance value of R2
reaches the value of R1, and the output voltage of the bridge becomes 0 V. This indicates
that a steering tracking motion has been completed and the in-wheel motors are waiting
for the next command. The time required for the MMS is determined by the speed of the
stepper motor. Thus, the MMS performance is mainly affected by controlling the driving
voltage of the EFL and stepper motor speed.

Previous studies demonstrated that the effect of the MMS is improved using a fixed
EFL driving voltage [24]. However, the impacts of the driving voltage of EFL and stepper
motor speed on the four-wheel-steering MMS have not been verified. Therefore, the
following section explores the four-wheel-steering MMS performance through experiments,
and then searches for the optimal control parameters combination.
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2.2. Motion Mode Switching Model
2.2.1. Ackermann Steering Model

The four-wheel-steering mode is switched in situ. As shown in Figure 3, to ensure
smooth steering, the steering centers of all wheels should converge at one point during the
MMS process, based on the Ackermann steering principle. When the wheels are configured
to turn left, the turning radius of the right wheels Rr is greater than that of the left wheels
Rl. Therefore, the steering angles of he right wheels are smaller than those of the left wheels.
Additionlly, the steering angle and OCA angular velocity of each wheel have to maintain
the relationship shown in Equations (1) and (2).

ctgδ f l − ctgδ f r =
W
La

(1)

ctgδrl − ctgδrr =
W
Lb

(2)
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Figure 3. Illustration of the four-wheel-steering MMS for the robot chassis. O is the turning radius
center; O′ is the center of the chassis; R is the turning radius of chassis centroid (m); Rl is the turning
radius of the left wheels (m); Rr is the turning radius of the right wheels (m); La and Lb denote the
distances from the front and rear off-center axis to OO′, respectively (m); W is the distance between
the left and right off-center axis (m); δfl, δfr, δrl, δrr denote the steering angles of the left front, right
front, left rear and right rear wheel, respectively (rad).

2.2.2. Steering Lock Model

The locking voltage of the EFL Vl ranges between 0 V and 24 V. The friction moment
Mz of EFL and Vl is given by Equation (3) [23].

MZ = µRmFd(N − 1) (3)

Fd =
B2S

8π × 10−7 (4)

B =
0.4π IW

(1 + σ)(N − 1)δ
(5)

where µ is friction coefficient, Rm is radius of friction surface (m), Fd is magnetic adhesion
(N), N is number of friction plates, B is magnetic induction (T), S is cross sectional area of
the magnetic pole (m2), I is exciting current (A), W is number of windings, σ is magnetic
leakage factor, and δ is air gap width (m).
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When the structure of EFL is fixed, the friction moment is only related to the exciting
current I, and the current is determined by the locking voltage Vl. Locking voltage is the key
factor affecting steering force. Additionally, it could be deduced from the pre-experiment
that, when Vl was higher than 8 V, the OCA could not steer to the target position due to the
high Mz. When Vl was lower than 2 V, the steering angle of the OCA had a large overshoot.
Thus, in order to ensure the steering accuracy, the locking voltage of the EFL Vl should be
in the range of 2 to 8 V.

2.2.3. Mechanical Model of the Chassis

A simplified dynamics model was used for the chassis MMS (Figure 4). It was assumed
that there was no suspension system effect, nor air resistance. The changes in the chassis
longitudinal speed were also ignored. Only lateral motion (y-axis), longitudinal motion
(x-axis) and yaw motion (rotation around the z-axis) of the chassis, were considered. The
centroid (CG) of the chassis was considered to be the origin of the coordinate system. The
wheels on the right had to have a smaller steering angle because they travel on a longer arc
with a larger radius than the left wheels when the wheels are configured to turn left. The
restrictions on the wheel angles are expressed in Equation (6).

δ f l = δrl
δ f r = δrr
δ f l > δ f r

(6)
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Figure 4. Simplified free body diagram of the robot chassis. Fxi is the longitudinal tire force of each
wheel (N), Fyi represents the lateral tire force (N), MZ denotes the yaw moment generated by the four
wheels (N·m), CG is the center of chassis gravity, and γ is the yaw rate (deg·s−1). i = 1(fl), 2(fr), 3(rl),
4(rr) denote the left front, right front, left rear and right rear wheel of the robot chassis, respectively.

In Figure 4, when Fxi and Fyi are transferred to the off-center axis, F′xi, F′yi and MZi are
formed. Thus, in this dynamic model, the kinetic equations of the lateral, longitudinal and
yaw motion of the robot chassis are expressed in Equations (7)–(9), respectively.

F′x f l cos δ f l − F′y f l sin δ f l + F′x f r cos δ f r − F′y f r sin δ f r+
F′xrl cos δrl + F′yrl sin δrl + F′xrr cos δrr + F′yrr sin δrr = FX

(7)

F′x f l sin δ f l + F′y f l cos δ f l + F′x f r sin δ f r + F′y f r cos δ f r+
F′xrl sin δrl − F′yrl cos δrl + F′xrr sin δrr − F′yrr cos δrr = FY

(8)
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4
∑

i=1
MZi +

W
2 [(F′x f r cos δ f r − F′y f r sin δ f r + F′xrr cos δrr + F′yrr sin δrr)

−(F′x f l cos δ f l − F′y f l sin δ f l + F′xrl cos δrl + F′yrl sin δrl)]
+La[(F′x f l sin δ f l + F′y f l cos δ f l + F′x f r sin δ f r + F′y f r cos δ f r)
−Lb(F′xrl sin δrl − F′yrl cos δrl + F′xrr sin δrr − F′yrr cos δrr)] = MO

(9)

where FX is the resultant force in the x-direction (N), FY represents the resultant force
in the y-direction (N), MO denotes the moment of the robot chassis (N·m), F′xi and F′yi
respectively represent the forces transferred from Fxi and Fyi to the off-center axis, and MZi
denotes friction moment of EFL (N·m).

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Test Design

Two single factor tests were designed to explore the effect of the locking voltage Vl
and speed of the stepper motor ns on the MMS of the chassis. The indexes evaluating MMS
effects included the longitudinal force, lateral force, yaw moment of the chassis center point
O and average value of maximum steering angle error of the four wheels. The factor Vl
was divided into 5 levels (2, 3.5, 5, 6.5 and 8 V). The level of ns was set to 15, 48, 81, 114, 147
and 180 r/min. The four-wheel-steering MMS was divided into three scenarios based on
the steering angle value of the left front wheel, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦ MMS, as the steering signal
sent by the upper computer was the angle of the left front wheel (δfl).

In order to explore the effect of the four-wheel-steering MMS and the optimal combina-
tion of the working parameters, a binary quadratic rotation combination test was designed,
based on the test bench. Through this test method, it was possible to develop a regression
equation and optimize the MMS control parameters. The level of factors and their value
codes in the binary quadratic rotation combination test are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental factors and level codes.

Value Codes
Experimental Factors

Locking Voltage V l (V) Stepper Motor Speed ns (r·min−1)

1.414 8.00 180.00
1 7.12 156.00
0 5.00 98.00
−1 2.88 39.00
−1.414 2.00 15.00

To study MMS performance on the ground after optimization, verification tests were
conducted on the ground. The maximum value of longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceler-
ation, yaw velocity, and the average value of the maximum of steering angle error of four
OCAs were taken as evaluating indexes, denoted as Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4, respectively.

3.2. Experiment Device and Instrument

The experiment conducted was based on the self-made test bench. Four force sensors
(TJL-1, 0~500 N, Tianguang Sensor Company, Bengbu, China) were used to obtain the lon-
gitudinal and lateral driving forces of the chassis. Four precision multi-turn potentiometers
(22HP-10, 0–5 kW, Sakae Company, Tokyo, Japan) were used to detect the steering angle of
each wheel. An inertial sensor (WT61C232, Wiite Intelligent Technology Company, Shen-
zhen, China) was used to measure the accelerations in the ground test. A data acquisition
card (USB2852, Altay Technology Company, Beijing, China) and an industrial personal
computer (610H, Advantech Technology Company, Beijing, China) were used to obtain
the data. The response surface and contour graph of the comprehensive evaluation index
of MMS by locking voltage and speed of stepper motor, were obtained using software
Design-Expert 12 (Stat-Ease, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA).
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3.3. Test Method

The test bench had four independent turntables, that supported the drive wheels of
the robot chassis, as shown in Figure 5a–c. Each turntable had four small supporting rollers,
a motor to drive the turntable, and a friction brake for the motor rotation. The center of
the turntable was on the same vertical axis as the corresponding off-center axis. When
the chassis was placed on the test bench (Figure 5b), a small gap of about 0.02 m was left
between the chassis frame and the top platform of the test bench. By driving the wheels
of the chassis, controlling the speed of the turntables and adjusting the braking moment,
the test bench could be used to simulate all the modes of motion and steering movements,
under different driving conditions. In addition, four force sensors were installed on the
frame of the chassis. The outer side of each sensor was restricted by a spacing hole drilled
on the top platform of the test bench, and used to measure the interaction forces between
the chassis and the test bench. Sensors 5 and 6 measured the forces in the forward direction,
while the measuring directions of force sensors 7 and 8 were perpendicular to the forward
direction of the chassis. The yaw moment of the chassis was calculated according to the
force sensor value and the vertical distance from the center to each force direction. Due
to the fact that the MMS test had to be conducted in situ, all the turntables were fixed
through a brake disc and could not be rotated. Thus, the turntable was still relative to the
ground. Before the beginning of the test, we ensured the acquisition system was ready
to collect data from the force sensors and steering angle sensors. At the initial time, the
chassis was in standby mode. After the MMS command was sent to the lower computer,
each stepper motor rotated according to the switching requirement of MMS. After one test
was completed, the chassis was controlled to return to the initial mode for the next test.
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turntable; 4. Turntable driving motor; 5–8. Force sensor installation position; 9–10. Angle sensor
installation position.

In verification tests, the robot chassis was fixed in situ, and four OCAs were driven
to achieve the commanded steering angles. The tests were divided into two groups: the
one was conducted under optimized control parameters, and the other one was carried
out under unoptimized parameters. Each test group was repeated three times in order to
obtain the average value.

3.4. Multi-Index Comprehensive Evaluation

As there were four evaluation indexes, it was necessary to use a comprehensive
evaluation method to find out the weight of index. Methods for finding weights can be
divided into subjective method and objective method. Subjective weights are determined
only by the preference of decision makers. Objective weights are determined by solving
mathematical models without the decision maker’s preferences, for example, the entropy
method, principal element analysis, multiple objective programming, etc. Compared to
subjective weight-assigning methods, the entropy method can eliminate the errors caused
by human factors [25]. The index weight by the entropy method is determined according
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to the information provided by the observation value of each index [26]. Compared with
other objective methods, the entropy method has simple operation steps, which can also
reduce the error caused by complex processes. This study only dealt with a simple weight
distribution problem, and the entropy method was the best choice for comprehensive
evaluation. Thus, the longitudinal force, lateral force and yaw moment were unified as a
comprehensive evaluation index YHk (k = 1, 2, or 3) through the entropy method. It was
assumed that there were m (m = 4) combinations of the test and n (n = 4) indexes. λij was
introduced to denote the j indexes of the i test group (i represents 1, 2, . . . , and n, j denotes
1, 2, . . . , and m). The process of comprehensive evaluation is summarized as follows.

(1) Standardization of the index

Due to the fact that smaller values of all factors led to a better evaluation index in this
study, a negative index equation was used:

λ′ ij =
max

{
λ1j, · · · , λnj

}
− λij

max
{

λ1j, · · · , λnj
}
−min

{
λ1j, · · · , λnj

} (10)

(2) The weight of each index was computed as:

Pij = λ′ ij/(
n

∑
i=1

λ′ ij) (11)

(3) The entropy value of the j index was given by:

ej = −k
n

∑
i=1

pij ln(pij) (k = 1/ ln(n)) (12)

(4) The information entropy redundancy of the j index was expressed as:

dj = 1− ej (13)

(5) The weight of the j index was computed as:

wj = dj/(
m

∑
j=1

dj) (14)

(6) The comprehensive evaluation index was expressed as:

si =
n

∑
j=1

wj pij (15)

According to this evaluation procedure, the comprehensive evaluation index value
could be obtained (cf. Equation (15)). The closer the comprehensive evaluation index was
to 1, the better the performance of the MMS.

4. Results Analysis
4.1. Single Factor Test Results

The final value of each index, deduced from the single factor test results of Section 3,
are shown in Figure 6. Under three steering angle scenarios, with the increase of the
locking voltage, the longitudinal driving force, lateral force and yaw moment of the chassis
gradually increased (Figure 6a–c). However, the angle errors of the OCA all first decreased,
then increased (Figure 6d). According to Equation (3), as the locking voltage increased,
the transmission force of the EFL increased, which resulted in increasing the longitudinal
force, lateral force and yaw moment. When the locking voltage was lower than 3.5 V, the
force of the in-wheel motor was not enough to drive the OCA, resulting in large steering
angle errors. When the locking voltage was higher than 6.5 V, the OCA was difficult to
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rotate, which also resulted in large errors. Additionally, under the same locking voltage, all
indexes grew with the increase of steering angle. It could be inferred that as the steering
angle increased, the accuracy of the MMS declined under the same locking voltage.
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(d) Steering errors.

The impacts of the stepper motor speed on each index are shown in Figure 7. Under
three steering angle scenarios, with increase of the stepper motor speed, the longitudinal
force and lateral force slightly increased up to the speed of 114 r·min−1, and then soared.
The yaw moment kept an upward tendency while it maintained balance from the speed of
81 r·min−1 to 114 r·min−1 (Figure 7a–c). The angle error first decreased and then increased
(Figure 7d). According to Equation (8), the increase of the stepper motor speed would add
to the driving force of the in-wheel motor. Consequently, the longitudinal force, lateral force
and yaw moment increased. The in-wheel motor intermittently rotated when the speed
of the stepper motor was smaller 48 r·min−1, which resulted in a large angle error. When
the speed of the stepper motor was higher than 114 r·min−1, the driving voltage of the in-
wheel motor increased, which made the OCA rotate sharply and increased the angle error.
Therefore, the angle error also demonstrated a trend of increasing after decreasing. All
indexes increased with the increase of steering angle under the same stepper motor speed.
It was clear that the accuracy of the chassis MMS reduced with increase in steering angle.
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4.2. Combination Test Results
4.2.1. Analysis of Comprehensive Evaluation Index

Based on the test design in Table 1, thirteen test combinations existed. The test results
are presented in Table 2. Table 2 shows the calculation results of comprehensive indicators
under the conditions of 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦.

Table 2. Binary quadratic rotation combination test design, and results for the four-wheel-
steering MMS.

Codes
Factors and Levels Comprehensive Indexes

Locking Voltage
Vl (V)

Speed of Stepper
Motor ns (r·min−1) YH1 (δfl = 15◦) YH2 (δfl = 30◦) YH3 (δfl = 45◦)

1 −1 −1 0.0494 0.0495 0.0413
2 1 −1 0.0098 0.0172 0.0854
3 −1 1 0.0794 0.0336 0.0252
4 1 1 0.0359 0.0326 0.0391
5 −1.414 0 0.1136 0.1281 0.1244
6 1.414 0 0.1415 0.128 0.111
7 0 −1.414 0.0139 0.0188 0.0711
8 0 1.414 0.094 0.0842 0.0471
9 0 0 0.0912 0.1193 0.1106
10 0 0 0.1373 0.1216 0.0642
11 0 0 0.0197 0.0197 0.0566
12 0 0 0.1233 0.1331 0.1142
13 0 0 0.0911 0.1143 0.1097
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The variance analyses for the regression model are presented in Table 3. At the
0.05 tested level, the regression model of the four-wheel-steering MMS under the 15◦

steering scenario was significant (p < 0.05), while it was highly significant (p < 0.01) under
30◦ and 45◦. The effect of each equation item was also significant (p < 0.05). Under the
15◦ scenario, the most significant effects were the quadratic term of locking voltage and
the primary term of motor speed. At 30◦ and 45◦, the quadratic terms of the locking
voltage and speed of the stepper motor had extremely significant effects. The locking
voltage, speed of the stepper motor and their interaction highly affected the MMS. The
minimum determination coefficient of the regression model was 0.9116, and the minimum
adjusted determination coefficient was 0.8485. The values of lack of fit were greater than
0.05, and the values of the signal-to-noise ratio were greater than 4 in the three cases. These
characteristics suggested that the regression model was reasonable and efficient.

Table 3. Variance analysis for the regression model of comprehensive evaluation index.

Sources
YH1 (δfl = 15◦) YH2 (δfl = 30◦) YH3 (δfl = 45◦)

F Value Significant
Level p F Value Significant

Level p F Value Significant
Level p

Model 14.44 0.0014 45.11 <0.0001 96.82 <0.0001
x1 9.92 0.0162 22.78 0.002 30.51 0.0009
x2 17.73 0.004 38.75 0.0004 7.56 0.0285

x1x2 6.01 0.044 10.85 0.0132 56.46 0.0001
x1

2 28.48 0.0011 105.89 <0.0001 202.94 <0.0001
x2

2 15.01 0.0061 67.22 <0.0001 235.68 <0.0001
Lack of fit 0.84 0.5379 3.66 0.1211 0.52 0.6922
Signal to

noise ratio 8.760 14.967 23.536

R Square R2 = 0.9116 RAdj
2 = 0.8485 R2 = 0.9699 RAdj

2 = 0.9484 R2 = 0.9857 RAdj
2 = 0.9756

The indexes were regressed using software Design-Expert 12 (Stat-Ease, Inc., Minneapo-
lis, MN, USA). The regression model of the comprehensive evaluation index was obtained:

YH1 = 0.0099 + 0.0619x1 + 0.0002x2 + 0.0002x1x2 − 0.0092x2
1 − 0.00009x2

2 (16)

YH2 = −0.0546 + 0.0728x1 + 0.0008x2 + 0.0001x1x2 − 0.0096x2
1 − 0.00001x2

2 (17)

YH3 = −0.0991 + 0.0570x1 + 0.0011x2 + 0.0002x1x2 − 0.0069x2
1 − 0.00001x2

2 (18)

4.2.2. Response Surface Analysis

Figure 8 shows the influence of locking voltage and speed of stepper motor on com-
prehensive evaluation index. From Figure 8a–c, when the locking voltage and speed of
stepper motor increased, the response surfaces all appeared as a convex surface. The
comprehensive evaluation index reached its peak value. The peak value of the response
surface was located in the test factor value scope, and the best MMS performance could
be obtained.

It can be seen from the comparison of Figure 8d–f that the locking voltage and speed
of the stepper motor corresponding to the peak value of curved surface rose with increase
of steering angle. The maximum value of comprehensive evaluation was different in the
three steering scenarios. This indicated that the optimal locking voltage and speed of the
stepper motor should be dynamically adjusted in order to achieve smooth switching.

Considering the regression model of the comprehensive evaluation index as the objec-
tive function, and the range of the factors as constraint condition, the optimal combination
of the parameters was obtained using the optimization module of Design-Expert 12. The
best combination of the stepper motor speed and the locking voltage was 56 r·min−1 and
3.96 V for 15◦ MMS, 72 r·min−1 and 4.35 V for 30◦ MMS, and 107 r·min−1 and 5.50 V for
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45◦ MMS, respectively. In these combinations, the robot chassis was expected to achieve
the best MMS performance.
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Figure 8. Influence of locking voltage and speed of stepper motor on comprehensive evaluation 

index: (a) Response surface of 15° MMS; (b) Response surface of 30° MMS; (c) Response surface of 

45° MMS; (d) Contour plot of 15° MMS; (e) Contour plot of 30° MMS; (f) Contour plot of 45° MMS. 
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Figure 8. Influence of locking voltage and speed of stepper motor on comprehensive evaluation
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4.3. Verification Test Results

Under the optimal parameters, a test was conducted on the ground in order to verify
the optimization results (Figure 9). The test results are presented in Table 4. The maximum
value of longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration, yaw velocity, and the average value
of the maximum of steering angle error of the four OCAs were denoted as Y1, Y2, Y3, and
Y4, respectively. In different steering angle scenarios, the minimum variation between the
optimized and unoptimized was 27.5% of the steering angle error occurred in the 45◦ scene.
The maximum variation was 49.5% of the lateral acceleration in the 30◦ scene.
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Table 4. Comparisons of MMS effects under optimized and unoptimized control parameters.

Comparison
Items

YH1 (δfl = 15◦) YH2 (δfl = 30◦) YH3 (δfl = 45◦)

Y1
(m·s−2)

Y2
(m·s−2)

Y3
(rad·s−2)

Y4
(◦)

Y1
(m·s−2)

Y2
(m·s−2)

Y3
(rad·s−2)

Y4
(◦)

Y1
(m·s−2)

Y2
(m·s−2)

Y3
(rad·s−2)

Y4
(◦)

Optimized 0.0112 0.0109 0.0392 0.95 0.0153 0.0149 0.0508 1.04 0.0214 0.0198 0.0732 1.98
Unoptimized 0.0187 0.0183 0.0597 1.37 0.0282 0.0295 0.0858 1.56 0.0374 0.0386 0.1213 2.73
Variation (%) 40.1% 40.4% 34.3% 30.7% 45.7% 49.5% 40.8% 33.3% 42.8% 48.7% 39.7% 27.5%

In this paper, the curves of longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration, yaw rate, and
steering angle error under the 30◦ steering scenario are presented as an example to illustrate
the four-wheel-steering MMS process. Figure 10 presents the angle change of each OCA
during the four-wheel-steering MMS. It can be seen that there was an obvious difference
between the optimized scheme and the unoptimized scheme in the angle response. When
the actual steering angle approached the target angle, its fluctuation in the optimized
scheme was smaller than that of the unoptimized scheme. The steering angle of the
optimized scheme reached the balance position in almost 4.6 s, while it reached the balance
position in almost 5.5 s in the unoptimized scheme. In addition, compared with the
unoptimized scheme, there was no obvious steering angle error difference in the optimized
scheme for wheel 1 (Figure 10a). However, the angle error of the other three wheels
after optimization was less than that of the unoptimized scheme. The maximum angle
errors were, respectively, 1.98◦and 0.85◦ in the unoptimized and optimized schemes, which
occurred in wheels 4 (Figure 10a) and 2 (Figure 10b), respectively. After optimization, each
OCA steering angle reached the balance position more rapidly, and the error was smaller
than that before optimization. Thus, it could be seen that the steering performance had
been optimized.
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Figure 10. Steering angle curves of four OCAs: (a) Angle changes for wheel 1 and 2, (b) Angle
changes for wheel 3 and 4.

Figure 11a shows the change of longitudinal and lateral acceleration during the four-
wheel-steering MMS. It can be observed that the longitudinal and lateral accelerations
reduced after optimization. The maximum longitudinal and lateral accelerations were,
respectively, 0.003 m·s−2 and 0.005 m·s−2, while the maximum longitudinal and transverse
accelerations before optimization were 0.009 m·s−2 and 0.007 m·s−2, respectively. After
optimization, the fluctuation amplitude of acceleration significantly reduced. Thus, it
can be deduced that the longitudinal and lateral stabilities of the chassis had improved.
Figure 11b presents the change of chassis yaw rate during MMS. It can be seen that the yaw
rate significantly declined after parameter optimization. Before optimization, the maximum
yaw rate reached 0.07 rad·s−1, while it was only 0.04 rad·s−1 after optimization. The results
demonstrated that the performance of MMS was promoted after parameter optimization,
which was more conducive to the real task. The smaller the yaw rate, the more stable the
MMS process. In summary, the test indicated that the MMS performance improved after
optimization. Therefore, the proposed method was feasible and efficient.
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Figure 11. The centroid acceleration and yaw rate changes of the chassis during MMS: (a) Centroid
acceleration, (b) Yaw rate.

5. Discussion

Studying motion control technology is critical to the application of agricultural mobile
robots. Several structures, similar to the proposed robot, exist, for example, the agricul-
tural robotic vehicle for navigation tasks under off-road conditions [27], the thorvald II
agricultural robotic system [28] and the robot for in-row weed control of vegetables [29].
However, these studies all used complex mechanical structures for steering control. In this
paper, the off-center steering structure with the combination of drive and steering system is
expected to improve the steering and control form of the electric wheel mobile platform,
which is one of the main features of this study. The optimal control parameters obtained
in this study are also transferable to the later structural optimization of the robot chassis,
reducing the chassis response adjustment time, and improving work efficiency.

In order to perform MMS control parameter optimization, a bench test, multi-index
comprehensive evaluation method and road test verification were simultaneously used.
Several studies for testing the mechanical properties of agricultural wheeled machinery
through the test-bench exist. For instance, Wen et al. [30] applied a drum-type test bench for
designing tractor accelerated structure tests. Zhang et al. [31] designed a four-wheel drive
powertrain bench. Parczewski and Wnek [32] developed a vehicle test bench equipped
with a specially made measuring rocker arm. The proposed method is consistent with
these studies. It is important to mention that this study detected the force, yaw moment
and angle of the robot chassis through a novel test-bench, in order to comprehensively
evaluate the switching performance of MMS, which is also a novel feature, compared with
the existing studies.

The overall performance of the robot chassis was optimal when the locking voltage
and stepping motor speed were in the range of 3.5~5.5 V. This was due to the following
facts: (1) When the locking voltage is lower than the range, the effect of the ground random
error on the steering angle is more obvious [33]. In this case, if the speed of the stepping
motor is at a low level, the ground resistance makes it difficult to reach the target angle.
If the motor speed is at a high level, the angle overshoot is bound to increase. (2) When
the locking voltage is higher than the range, the effect of the ground random error on the
chassis stress is more obvious. In this case, if the speed of the stepping motor is at a low
level, the in-wheel motor only rotates when the voltage difference of the bridge reaches a
certain degree. The instantaneous current of the motor is acute at the moment of starting,
and the torque fluctuates greatly, creating intermittent rotation, which can easily cause
unbalanced stress on the chassis. If the motor speed is at a high level, the average current
of the in-wheel motor is large during the startup and rotation, and the possibility of force
imbalance is also high.

In the verification test, the minimum variation of the steering angle error was 27.5%,
which was abnormal. This was due to the fact that the optimal stepper motor speed of
56 r·min−1 was relatively low, as shown in Figure 7d. When the speed of the stepper
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motor was lower than 81 r·min−1, the steering angle error maintained a higher value. The
relatively low speed of the stepper motor caused the chassis stress to fluctuate greatly,
which resulted in a large error. As the performance of the MMS was determined by the
comprehensive evaluation index, the mentioned minimum variation of the sub-index was
allowed. These variations were in the acceptable range, and, thus, the optimal parameters
combination was reasonable.

Nevertheless, the tests conducted in this paper are not sufficient, and the influence law
of road factors in MMS should be deeply explored. In future work, we aim at expanding
the experimental study. Finally, the change law of the chassis during different road motion
switching modes is also of interest to us.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a performance optimization methodology of a novel wheeled mo-
bile robot used for facility agriculture. The key factors affecting the MMS performance were
first revealed by analysis. In order to achieve control parameters optimization, a bench test
was performed to study the best combination of locking voltage of EFL and stepper motor
speed. An entropy method was introduced in order to evaluate the comprehensive effect
of four different indexes. To explore the effect of each control parameter, a binary quadratic
rotation combination test was designed. A road test was finally performed in order to
verify the optimal control parameters combination. The bench test results showed that the
locking voltage and speed of the stepper motor highly affected the comprehensive index
(p < 0.05). A locking voltage of 3.96 V with a stepper motor speed of 56 r·min−1 was the
optimal combination for 15◦ four-wheel steering MMS, while the optimal parameters under
30◦ were 4.35 V and 72 r·min−1, and 5.50 V and 107 r·min−1 under 45◦, respectively. The
road test results demonstrated that the MMS process of the robot chassis was smooth and
stable. The proposed method was feasible, efficient and ultimately verified. In future work,
the performance of the MMS during different roads will be deeply explored. This study
can provide a reference for experimental studies on agricultural wheeled mobile robots.
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